
CHAPTER VI. 

ALTERATION OF MECHANISMS. CLOSURE. 

54. Expansion of Elements.-Certain examples have 
already shown the reader how ,videly the external forms 
of the links in a kinematic chain may be varied, while they 
still retain exactly the same relative motion (see Figs. 83 
and 84, in which both mechanisms are the same inversion of 
the same chain). 

We have now to consider further certain cases in which 
links of mechanisms are enlarged, reduced, changed in form, 
added, or omitted, without altering the relative movements 
of other links. 

Perhaps the most familiar instance of a change in form, 
\Vhich in this case is really the expansion of an eletnent, is to 
be found in the eccentric so generally employed for obtain
ing a reciprocating from a rotary movement in valve-gears 
and elsewhere, and shown in Fig. 97. 

Let us suppose in a slider-crank chain that while the cen
tres of the links remain the same, the radius of the cylindrical 
surface of the turning pair ab is increased, as in Fig. 107, 
until at length the crank becomes a disc, inside of which lies 
the centre of the pair ad. 

The crank a has now taken the form of an eccentric, 
without in any way changing the relative motion of the links, 
the only alteration being that one element formed on each 
of the links a and b has been expanded. 

Again, take the case already mentioned (in§ 34) where 
in the quadric crank-chain a swinging link c has appar-
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ently been replaced by a sliding block travelling in a curved 
slot, as shown in Fig. 6ob. Notice that the pair be remains 
just as before, while the appearance of the chain (but not the 
relative motion of its links) has been changed simply by 

\ 
\ 

\ 

FIG. 107. 

increasing the radius of the turning pair cd, and utilizing only 
a portion of its curved surface. The effective or kinematic 
length of the link c remains unaltered. 

As a third example, imagine the radius of the pair be, 
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in the slider-crank chain of Fig. 108, to be increased as 
shown, until it is greater than the length of the link b, while 
the link a retains its original form, that of a crank. The 
expansion may be carried a stage farther, as sho,vn in Fig. 
109, by i:qcreasing the radius of the pair ab also, but in a 

FIG. Io8. 

FIG, IO(). 

lesser degree. The links a and b have now both become 
eccentrics, while c takes the form of a strap provided with 
projections sliding in guides formed on d. The kinematic 
lengths, however, of the links in Fig. 108 are just the same 
as in Fig. 109, and the relative movements are the same. 
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Here we have instances of the expansion of the pairs of 
elements be and ab.· 

55. Augmentation of Chains.-Many instances occur in 
which typical kinematic chains are apparently disguised by 
the introduction of additional links. Such a change is 
called by Reuleaux the augmentation of a chain or of a 
mechanism, and the links which are added, while giving 
the chain no new kinematic properties as a whole, are intro, 
duced for constructive reasons. 

Take as an instance a bicycle wheel and its axle. Here 
the movement of the wheel relatively to the frame to which 
the axle is attached is exactly the same as if the connection 
between them were a simple turning pair. But on examina
tion we find that the actual pairing is of quite a different 
character, and that a series of balls running in grooves cut 
in the hub of the wheel, and in the axle, have been provided, 
to minimize friction and wear.* 

Some examples occur in ,vhich a relative motion that 
might have been attained by simple pairing is arrived at by 
the use of a whole chain, and such cases might equally· well 
be looked upon as instances of augmentation. 

A complex train of toothed wheels is often employed to 
give a velocity ratio which might have been obtained by a 
chain much simpler mechanically, but occupying more 
space, or inadmissible for some other reason. Again, in a 
steam-engine indicator the piston and rod are guided, not 
by a simple sliding pair, but by a straight-line motion, which 
is in itself a kinematic chain. Many other instances might 
be cited in which pairing is replaced by " chaining," that is, 
by the introduction of linkage; the link or links introduced 
being so arranged as not to alter any of the relative motions 
already existing. 

It has been pointed out by Reuleaux that a chain which 
already possesses the largest number of links which it can 

• See Fig. 225. 



h1we as a simple ciol;ed chain, ne,eessarily becomes a oom• 
pound chain on augmentation. 

We wall iee lat.er that chains ha,-e occasionally to be 
thu•augmem.trlforpurpo,;esofc!O£Ure 

56. Reduction of Chai,.,-A ,tdue<d ,n«han;,,.. is ob 
taincd by the omission of one or more of iu,. link•, com, 
•pondingaluirationsbeingrnadeinthe pairingoftheremain
der. To illustrat<: this we may take the g,,ar used for 
a,:tuating the valves of duple1<non-rot:1.tive stea.m-pumpa, 
whichhasbeen alrea,\ymentioned and is showninl'ig.110 

This mechanism is essentia!ly a reduoed croued ... lide 
chain(acroued-alide chain isshcr,,'ltinFig.S6,f45). 

Usinglhe same lettenas in t.hatligure,...-e..,.that the 
link I, has be,en omitted, the le,-era h;,.s iu lo"-er end formed 
intoaliguredc:on,c.antbttadth mcasuttdinthedirection 
ol motion of c, alld. that elld. is titted easily betwttn two 
parallel lugsor projectionsonc. !t is plain thatthe relative 
movmvmt o/. c and a is practically unchanged..• 

Weha,-e here,as a resultofomittingt.helinkl,,theintro
duction olh1glu,p,,iringwith iUadvantages alld.di$advan-
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tages, among the latter being the mechanical trouble which 
will arise ,vhen the material of the links wears and the fit 
of the lever end becomes slack. The reader vvill find it easy 
to discover for himself numberless similar examples of aug
mentation and reduction in machinery which he has the 
opportunity of examining. 

57. Reduction by Use of Centrodes.-Interesting cases 
of reduction occur sometimes in which chains are reduced 
by the introduction of higher pairing bet,\reen new links 
taking the fom1 of centrodes of links of the original mech
anism. This can only be cornpletely carried out where the 
centrodes take the form of closed curves. Consider, for 
instance: the form of the quadric-crank chain in which oppo
site links are equal, while the longer links cross one another. 
This chain and its virtual centres are shown in Fig. 111a. 

It is evident from symmetry that the sum of the distances 
from Oab and O ad to O ac must be constant, and equal to the 
length of one of the longer links. I-Ience, if a or c is the 

1fixed link, the path of Onc .vill be an ellipse of which the 
length of the link a or c is the focal distance. The two 
ellipses ,vill al,vays touch at the point (0 ac) vvhich describes 
them, and, in accordance with the vvell-known property of 
centrodes, may be imagined to roll on one another as the 
links move. No,v suppose that d is the fixed link, and 
imagine that elliptical plates in the form of the pair of 
centrodes are attached to a and c (Fig. 111b). On removing 
the link b, we then get a mechanism (Fig. 111c) of three 
links only, and if proper constraint were applied* the 
links a and c ,vould ro11 on one another, at the same time 
having exactly the same angular velocity ratio as if directly 
connected by a link b. We have thus re<luced the mechan
ism and introduced higher pairing vvithout affecting the 
relative motions of the remaining links. 

* See �§ 3 and 4. 
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The employment of links shaped thus in the form of 

tentrodes must not be confused with the method of trans
formed or reduced centrodes adopted by Reuleaux for the 
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FIG. 1116. FIG. Ille-

purpose of expressing the velocity- ratio of certain links in 

the simpler mechanisms.* 
It is worthy of notice that the second pair of centrodes 

• Reuleaux, Kinematics, p. 70. 
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in the anti-parallel crank mechanism (those of the two longer 
links) are a pair of hyperbolas. The reader should draw 
these as an exercise. 

58. Closure of Incomplete Pairs.-The meaning of the 
term closure as applied to pairs and to kinematic chains was 
explained in §§ 3 and 4. \Ve have now to discuss the 
methods of applying such closure or restraint in various 
cases in which the pairs or chains would otherwise be incom
plete. 

On examination it is found that in a large number of 
pairs of elements existing in actual machines the forms of 
the elements are not such as to completely constrain their 
relative motion. . For example, in certain forms of axle
boxes for cars or locomotives we find that the brass of the 
bearing embraces only a comparatively small angle on the 
upper surface of the journal, and hence the form of the 
bearing does not render separation of the surfaces in con
tact irp.possible. Such separation does not occur in practice, 
for the reason that the weight of the car presses the brass 
against the journal. \Ve have here an example of force

closure of a pair. It is often necessary and convenient to 
employ force-closed pairs, since they are so readily taken 
apart for examination, and are usually simple in form. 
The table or platform of a \Veighing machine, for instance, 
generally rests on its knife-edges without being held down 
in any other \vay than by gravity. The force of gravity is 
not the only one employed for closure of pairs; in friction-
gearing, for example, the rollers must be pressed together 
by some external force, so that one wheel can drive the 
other without slipping. We· shall find also that force
closure has very frf'quently to be applied in pairs involving 
non-rigid links. 

Although, strictly speaking, all pairs in mechanisms 
must be closed, either by the forms of their surfaces or 
by the application of an external force, cases occur in which 
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the desired object is attained by making the pair of elements 
into a kinematic chain complete in itself, in which the added 
links have for their only object the provision of the necessary 
restraint. This chain closure is more generally applied for 
the purpose of constraining the motion of incomplete chains, 
as will be presently seen. 

59. Closure of Incomplete Chains.-As in the case of a 
pair, we may say that a kinematic chain is incomplete if the 
relative movements of its parts are not co1npletely defined. 

FIG. TI?.  

A chain may he incomplete (a) hecause it contains too 
many links, or (b) because it has not enough pairs of ele
ments, or (c) either dead-points or change-points (§  30) 
cccur at which it is locked, ·or its motion becomes indeter
minate. 

Closure may be applied in an incomplete chain (1)  by a 
force, (2) by the duplication of the mechanism, (3) by the 
addition of a pair of elements or another link. 

When the incompleteness of a chain consists solely in 
the incompleteness of a certain pair, this may be rectified 
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by any of the methods just discussed. We need only con

sider therefore how to treat chains consisting entirely of 

closed pairs, the motion of which is indeterminate on accowit 

of the existence of dead-points or of change-points. 

The flywheel of a single-cylinder steam-engine is an 

example of the use of the first method, force-closure, in 

passing dead-points, for it is the energy already stored up 

in the flywheel which keeps the crank rotating in positions 

where the steam pressure is not able to exert any turning 

moment on the shaft. 

The energy of a moving body, such as a flywheel, is 

evidently not available when the machine to which it is 

attached is only moving very slowly or is just about to 

start. In these cases the second method, chain-closure, 
must be employed. For example, in a locomotive, or in a 

marine steam-engine, the mechanism is so arr�nged that 

FrG. 113. 

when one crank is at its dead-point, another, actuated by 

a separate steam-cylinder, piston, and connecting-rod, is 

in a more advantageous position. The original chain has 

thus been closed by duplication of the mechanism. 

Another instance may be taken. In the well-known 
three-cylinder or Brotherhood type of single-acting steam

or hydraulic-engine (Fig. 1 1 2),  three complete sets of driv

ing apparatus work on the same crank, with the result that 

only one set can at any instant be passing its dead-point. 
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The parallel-crank mechanism of Fig. r 13 is an instance 
of closure by the en1ployment of a fifth link. which is adopted 
to enable the chain to move past a position which is not only 
a dead-point, but also a change-point. It  h·as been already 
m_entioned in § 30 that the necessary closure is obtained 
in this mechanism, when used on locon1otives, by the addi-

...... 

' ' ' 

' 

tion of another pair of cranks in another plane and a second 
coupling-rod. Fig. 1 r 3 represents a model which illustrates 
this arrangement. The same object may be attained by 
the placing of a third crank in the same plane as the first 
two, whe� the coupling rod takes the form of a triangular 
plate ; thus a fifth link has been added. Fig. r r4 shows 

I ---

' - ---

FIG. 114. 
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the link-work of a form of steam-engine* in ,vhich dead
points are avoided by the addition of new links and the 
partial duplication of the chain. Here the connecting-rod 
b is transformed into a triangular frame, and is paired 
(1)  with the crank a, (2) with a link, e , connecting with

1 
the crosshead c1 , (3) with a link, e

2
, attached to a second 

crosshead c
2

, and (4) with a guiding link, f, attached to a 
fixed point on the frame. It will be seen that when the pis
ton which actuates c

1 
is unable to exert any turning moment 

on the shaft, the piston of c2 is very nearly in the most favor
able position with regard to the crank. In  this ,vay an 
engine is obtained which has no dead-point, and which has 
a very uniform turning moment compared to that of the 
ordinary single-crank engine. The fixed link or framework 
of the engine, d, is not shown in the diagratn. 

On consideration, it is obvious that in a chain which has 
change-points, but is otherwise closed, we can obtain com
plete closure if pairs of elements are arranged corresponding 
in form to the required motion, and coming into action or 
constraining thee· motion of the chain at the required in
stants. Such pair-closure of chains is, of course, the con
verse of the chain-closure of pairs, which has been already 
discussed. We shall see in a later chapter how to form a 
pair of elements, in general, so that they may have any 
desired relative plane motion, and shall find that most fre
quently such elements will have higher pairing. 

As an example of pair-closure of a chain, one method of 
closing the anti-parallel crank chain at its change-point is 
shown in Fig. 1 1 5. 

A pin P and a gab G are placed on the links b and d 
respectively, so that they are in contact at the proper in
stant, and permit only one kind of motion at the change
point. To do this the pin P must be placed on b at the 
point where it is cut by the centrode of d with regard to b, 
- ------------- ------- - - · · · ·----

* See Engineering, October 28, 1892. 
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and the gab must be where d is cut by the centrode of b 

�th regard to d. 
The pin and gab may be considered as portions of the 

two centrodes, applied for the purpose of closure as in Fig. 
1 1 r, and so shaped as to prevent any relative slipping. 
In a similar manner the links a and b might be paired by 
using as pins and gabs portions of their elliptical cen-
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FIG 115.  

trodes. Such centrodes would be equivalent to small por
tions of elliptical ,vheels, toothed to prevent slipping. 

l\iiany instances occur in which pairs of elements are 
thus applied so as to act at the change-points of a mechan
ism, and prevent its transformation into another mechanism 
or into a pair of elements. In general, pair-closure must be 
provided for each change-point ; in the mechanism of Fig. r 1 5  

the tu.:o pins and two gabs are required so as to come into 
action at the two change-points occurring in each complete 
revolution of the chain. 




